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Introduction
Car Communications is a leading installer of fully fitted hands-free
kits and in-vehicle communication solutions.
We provide a Northern Ireland wide installation service
direct to business and the public, as well as to all the
major mobile phone networks.
We have been supplying and installing professional
hands-free Kits and in-vehicle accessories since 2001,
and have recently extended our product line to include
retro-fit parking sensors, GPS Tracking Systems, Taxi
Metering and iPod integration.

All our installations use genuine accessories
manufactured by market leaders like Nokia, Motorola,
Sony Ericsson, THB BURY, Parrot and Cobra.

FCS Approved

Silver Award
Since 2004 we have been a chartered member of the
Radio Communications Quality Council Silver Award
Scheme, and have agreed to abide by the rules of
the scheme as specified by the FCS (Federation of
Communications Services).
All our work is carried out to MPT 1632 code of practice
and is fully warranted for 12 months.
We can also provide full ADR Certification in compliance
with UK and European regulations and codes of
practice for hands-free kits, 2-way radios, telematics
and most other communications equipment used in the
petrochemical industry
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Hands Free Car Kits
Car Communications offers the very latest
in mobile phone car kit technology
With many years experience installing hands-free
kits and in-vehicle accessories, we certainly have
the knowledge and skill to give you a factory fitted,
professional finish.
All our hands-free car kit installations are carried out
at a time and location convenient to you.
Our installations are completed to the industry
standard MPT 1362 by fully qualified and insured
engineers and every installation comes as standard
with a full 12 month warranty.
All installations are damage-free, visible wire-free and
future-proof. We only use genuine products to ensure
maximum signal strength and call quality.

Nokia Advanced Car Kit CK-7W
The Nokia Advanced Car Kit offers
convenient, user-friendly handsfree communication on the go.

Nokia CK7W

It works wirelessly using Bluetooth
wireless technology or with a wired
Pop-Port connector.
Mobile phones equipped with
Bluetooth wireless technology can
establish a wireless connection
with the car kit. Once it’s paired with
your phone, the kit automatically
activates the connection when you
start the ignition.
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It can also be connected with a
mobile phone holder, providing
compatibility with a broad range of
mobile phones.
Simply put your compatible phone
into the holder mounted in the
vehicle and the advanced car kit
takes over your communications.
The mobile phone holder will
also charge your phone so you
can have a fully powered battery
when you are ready to leave the
vehicle.
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Parrott Bluetooth Car Kit CK 3100
The Parrot CK3100 is the most advanced hands-free
car kit on the market. With the Parrot CK3100, you can
place and receive calls in comfort and safety, without
ever touching your mobile phone.
The wireless connection between the CK3100 and the
Bluetooth phone and its voice recognition system is
enabled as long as the phone is turned on.

The Parrot CK3100 Bluetooth hands-free car kit offers
the facility to provide drivers with visual information and
functions that they routinely use from their personal
phone. The display on the Parrot CK3100 will show the
phonebook, carrier signal strength, last calls received
and call ID information when a call is received.

We also offer a full range of accessories to enhance your
installation further such as the no-hole bracket or even the
leather console for that quality look and feel.
If you are unsure about which type will best meet your needs,
please contact us and one of our hands-free kit specialists will
advise you how to stay safe and on the right side of the law, and
avoid those costly points and fines!

ipod integration
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Parking Sensors
ParkMaster is now available as an unobtrusive retrofit option, visible only as a row of four neat sensors
located on the rear bumper. These can even be
colour coded if required.

ParkMaster from Cobra is an
innovative new reverse parking aid
that helps to protect vehicles, as
well as helping to prevent injury to
pedestrians, property, pets and
playing children.

Many leading manufacturers fit ParkMaster as
original factory equipment.

It is often impossible to judge how much room is
available when reversing into a parking space,
especially in vehicles with restricted rear vision.
ParkMaster automatically creates an invisible
detection zone immediately on selecting reverse
gear. As the vehicle is reversed towards an obstacle,
ParkMaster’s audio signal emits an audible warning,
which increases in frequency until the tone becomes
continuous at 30cm.

Taxi Meters
Car Communications offer a range
of taxi metering and communication
systems for taxi companies, catering
for every specification from the
owner-driver to the fleet operator.

All our systems are industry proven and are used
by some of the biggest and most technologically
advanced taxi companies in the world.
We are able to offer complete communication and
fleet management systems for Taxi companies
including:
•

Taximeters and data terminals

•

Integrated printers

•

Credit Card POS management

•

Fully integrated GPS systems

•

Electronic tachographs

•

Black box systems

We offer a full supply, installation
and calibration service for all our
product ranges.
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GPS Tracking Systems
Car Communications can offer you advice and unbeatable
value on our range of GPS vehicle tracking solutions to
help prevent your vehicle from being stolen, track its usage
or indeed assist in its recovery in the event of its theft.
The system is fitted securely to your vehicle, and constantly
monitors its position via the satellites that orbit the earth.
This information is stored in a small data storage unit
within the vehicle. The data can then be uploaded over the
cellular data network at any time to your computer using
the easy-to-use bundled software.

The unique features of our mainline
system are:

No annual subscriptions or hidden fees
Pay as You Go tracking using your own
SIM card so you control costs
Web based global maps enabling you to
track worldwide (GPS permitting)
90 day long-life battery leaves the unit truly
flexible
Free UK support

Satellite Navigation Systems
Car Communications have selected
a range of the very latest and most
advanced navigation products on
the market to help guide you simply
and effectively from door to door.

We have carefully selected our products so they are the
most user-friendly navigation units available. You can
search and plan a route to your destination by simply
keying in a simple street name, town, city or even just
the postcode.
Our products use only the highest quality software and
are manufactured using highest quality materials.
Any satellite navigation system is only as good as its
mapping software and that’s why our systems come
complete with full UK and Ireland street level mapping
free of charge, ensuring that you can travel from A to
B using the best route possible and more importantly,
without getting you lost!
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